
 
These are the things that need to be done to give respect back to BlacPeople. 

BlacPeople are a particular people with a particular problem due to the process 

of enslavement, captivity, and white supremacy racism.  In order to respect 

BlacPeople and yourself as a BlacPerson, you must be aware and practice these 

things daily.  No matter what you do or the job you have, if you do not respect 

BlacPeople they will not respect you and they will know it. 
 

1. Do not treat Eurological and Arabic Religions as Superior to 

BlacAfrican Spirituality. 

2. Do not think that Eurological and Arabic names are better than 

BlacAfrican names. Know the difference between Eurological, 

Arabic and BlacAfrican names.  If you do not know, ask. 

3. Do not think that light skinned BlacPeople are better than dark 

skinned BlacPeople.  

4. Do not think that light skinned BlacPeople are more intelligent 

than dark skinned BlacPeople.  Stop making jokes about dark skin 

BlacPeople so white people can laugh. 

5. Do not think that bi-racial or multi- racial people are better than 

BlacPeople. 

6. Do not judge BlacPeople based on a white or Eurological standard 

of beauty. 

7. Do not think that you and all BlacPeople are inferior. 

8. Treat other BlacPeople the way you wanted to be treated. 

9. Respect older BlacPeople.  They are our elders and they will 

respect you. 

10. When you make it as a BlacPerson, go back and help your 

Brathaz, Sistaz Mamaz, Fathaz, families, and community. 

11. Do not think that Eurological hair is better than BlacAfrican hair. 

12. Do not think that straightening your hair is better than natural 

BlacAfrican hair. 

13. Do not think that Eurological language arts is better than 

BlacAfrican language and linguistics. European attire. 
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14. Stop celebrating BlacAfrican holidays and BlacHistory 

month in European attire. 

15. Do not apologize for being Black. 

16. Do not say I happen to be Black. 

17. Do not say that being married to another race of people is 

better than being married to BlacPeople.  

18. Do not call BlacPeople n-i-g-g-e-r or n-i-g-g-a. We must 

eliminate from our hearts, minds, souls, and mouths these 

words:  

n-i-g-g-e-r 

n-i-g-g-a 

n-i-g-g-a-s 

my n-i-g-g-e-r 

that n-i-g-g-e-r or n-i-g-g-a… is bad 

Do not use the word “negro” in place of any of the above 

words in a disrespectful way.  Do not use the above words to 

give praise or to show appreciation to BlacPeople, you will 

confuse BlacChildren and yourself.  

19.  Do not think that Eurological culture and holidays are more 

important than BlacAfrican culture and holidays, Buy African 

attire and wear it on BlacHolidays or your birthday. 

20. If you say you are African, BlacAfrican, or African-American 

and do not have any BlacAfrican attire, buy some and wear it 

on BlacHolidays. 

21. Do not think that that being politically correct is to put Black 

Issues on the back burner. 

22. Do not think that it is okay to tell BlacPeople not to vote for 

BlacPeople. 

23. Do not talk about the negative things that BlacMen do and 

never say the negative things that the BlacWoman do. 

24. Do not say that vice is BlacCulture. 
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25. Stop blaming the BlacMan for all that is wrong with 

BlacPeople. 

26. Stop making excuses for BlacWoman when they are wrong or 

make bad decisions. 

27. Do not treat all BlacPeople bad because you had a problem 

with one or some. 

28. Do not treat all BlacBusinesses bad because you had a 

problem with one or some. 

29. Stop making everything more important than the BlacFamily. 

30. Stop letting making money be more important than 

BlacPeople. 

31. Stop exploiting other BlacPeople for personal gains. 

32. When a BlacMan is doing the right thing get out of his way 

and/or help him out. 

33. We must learn to respect the wisdom of BlacZchalaz, their 

research and study for the justice, redemption, advancement 

of BlacPeople and redevelopment of BlacAfrican Culture. 

34. Respect the traditions of BlacCulture and know what they are. 

35. BlacPeople:  Stop believing in a white Jesus and white God. 

36. BlacPeople stop wasting all your money on a good time. 

37. BlacPeople trust and believe in each other. 

38. BlacPeople stop killing BlacPeople. 

39. Blacologically speaking, don’t let anybody define who you are, 

you must define who you are.  

40. Know that BlacPeople have a responsibility and an obligation 

to cultural morality. The need to redevelop their culture for the 

next generation is theirs and that means you too. 

41. BlacPeople:  Have appreciation for your own culture. 
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42. BlacPeople: Stop thinking just because you are Black, you 

know BlacCulture, when you have never studied it nor 

practiced it. 

43. BlacPeople stop thinking that vice is culture. 

44. STOP saying get out of the hood and build the hood up. 

Brathaz and Sistaz: Pull your pans up. 

45. Stop choosing White institutions over Black institutions. This 

is institutional racism and the practice of Racism/White 

supremacy. 

46. Stop under devaluing, under Estimating, and Marginalizing 

BlacPeople.  

47. Stop mimicking, assimilating and emulating white people. 

48. Stop believing Eurological Studies are better than those 

founded by BlacZchalaz. 

49. Do not present your self as a BlacPerson because you have 

some Black DNA or a BlacPerson in your genealogy.  When 

you don’t stand for or love BlacPeople and the redevelopment 

of BlacAfrican Culture. 

50.  Know that the responsibility of the redevelopment of 

BlacAfrican Culture is solely that of every BlacPerson 

including you. 

51. Stop using gender issue or sexual preference to divide 

BlacPeople. 

52. Stop thinking that your individualism is greater than the 

multitude of BlacPeople. 

53. Stop thinking that BlacPeople don’t have any Ntelajnzz. 

54. Do not think that being an African-American is better than 

being BlacPeople. 

55. Stop telling other BlacPeople to go back to Africa.  

 

 


